When we get the New Heaven and New Earth we will now get God the Father Himself literally coming down from heaven to our New Earth to live and dwell with all of us forever and ever! In other words, we will now have both God and Jesus living with all of us forever and ever in this New Heaven and New Earth! Here are some of the things that will be happening in this New Heaven and New Earth: 1. Our earth as we know it now and our atmospheric heaven will pass away. Jesus has already told us in the Book of Revelation that those who are the overcomers in this life will be the ones to rule the nations of the world with Him in these coming eras. Do not ever lose sight of this fact if all of these end time events end up occurring in our lifetime. Related Articles. New International Version Then I saw “a new heaven and a new earth,” for the first heaven and the first earth had passed away, and there was no longer any sea. New Living Translation Then I saw a new heaven and a new earth, for the old heaven and the old earth had disappeared. And the sea was also gone. English Standard Version Then I saw a new heaven and a new earth, for the first heaven and the first earth had passed away, and the sea was no more. Now, it is this latter word which is used throughout this chapter, and, indeed, throughout the book of Revelation. The newness which is pictured is the newness of freshness: the old, decaying, enfeebling, and corrupting elements are swept away. Read novel Defying Heavens written by PenginjakLangit, rating: 3.8, category: Eastern Fantasy, tag: Eastern Fantasy. Zen Kagendra is a genius born with a talent never seen before, even at the top of the seventh dimension known as the ‘Dimensions of the Gods’. Synopsis. Zen Kagendra is a genius born with a talent never seen before, even at the top of the seventh dimension known as the ‘Dimensions of the Gods’. Born with a talent and loving bloody fight since toddler, he grows indifferently without passion for the world, his ability to create his own cultivation method, fight analysis, and warrior with warriors who are at some stage of cultivation higher than him. As for Zen Kagendra who defeated the warrior with some of the higher cultivation Nature, what is the concept of it?